
 

 

WALL WORK Menu 

On the accuracy exercises if the ball is dropped you start your set again, on the range work it’s a 

judgment call between trying to extent your range Vs lazy catching 

Basic Passing: You need to select at least 3 / 6 exercises to do 

1) Continuous Close taps 1ft from the wall  
a) Anywhere’s 2 hands 
b) Single hand right 
c) Single hand left 
d) Alternate between double / right single and left single) 
50 taps in total * 3 sets 

2) Jump taps 1 – 2 ft from the wall  
a) Double 
b)  Single hand R 
c) Single hand L 
d) Alternate 
10 taps each – straight from one to the next * 2 sets 

3) Basic passing – Pick a point / brick on the wall as your target 
a) 3 ft approx 20 passes of the (i) Right side chest pass (ii) Left side chest pass (iii) Right side 

shoulder pass (iv) Left side shoulder pass (v) Overhead = 100 passes in total * 4 sets (400 
passes total).  
1 min Rest between each set 

b) 6 ft approx – Same as above * 2 sets (200 passes total) 
c) 10 ft approx – Same as above * 2 sets (200 passes total) 
Total no of passes thrown = 800 passes 

4) Take, Turn, Off load to a point on the wall 
Distance to vary between 5 – 10 ft from the wall 
a) Take, turn to the right, pass of the right * 10 
b) Same as above but pass of the left * 10 
c) Take turn to the left, pass of the right * 10 
d) Same as above but pass of the left * 10 

Total = 40 
e) Variation of take, turns, step fwd, bwd, sideways with a variety of release points and 

release timings * 20 passes * 2 sets 
5) If you have a partner – do number 3 with a 3ft then a 5ft defender. On your 2nd set, after the 

offload into the wall try and retrieve back as well as the defender trying to win the bal back 
off the wall. 
2* 20 

6) 5- 10 ft from the wall (vary the distance)  - mixing up the release times while in the air 
Bounce the ball into the ground as hard as you can so you can jump up and take it on full 
extension.  When you’re hanging in the air decide whether you will offload: 

WALLWORK MENU 



a) Straight away and from the 5 main release points – projectory is (1) flat, (2) bounce, (3) 
lifted  

b) Pass when you are on your downward movement and from the 5 main release points – 
projectory is (1) flat, (2) bounce, (3) lifted 
20 passes (varied) *  

Movement and passing: You need to select at least 3 of the 18 exercises to do 

1) Diagonal pass and move 
Face the wall and stand 1m away. Take the ball on your left hand, throw diagonally across 
your body, on an angle into the wall. Either run or side-step to the ball, receive it on your 
right hand, then throw the ball diagonally on an angle across your body.  
Complete 3 * 20.  
Make sure that you push through the ball, gradually increase the distance when you start to 
gain confidence. 

2) Same as a above but turn fully – 360 on each take before passing the ball back into the wall 
3 * 20 

3) Same as 1) except after taking the ball on extension, jump up punch the ball into the wall in 
the air, receive back and then pass again across the body on an angle to run and receive on 
extension and then repeat.  
3 * 20 

4) Same as 2) except after the turn jump up punch the ball into the wall in the air, receive back 
and then pass again across the body on an angle to run and receive on extension and then 
repeat.  
3 * 20 

5) Stand 1m away from the wall, throw a high diagonal chest pass against the wall to the right, 
receiving on your out-side right foot, straight away releasing the ball across your body low 
(or bounce) to the left, landing of the left foot. Continuous 3 X 20. 

6) Same as above except add variation on the takes, sometimes turn, sometimes jump up and 
offload down 
3 * 20 

7) 5ft away from the wall, throw the ball under arm up and into the wall so it goes up and back 
over your head, as it is coming off the wall – you need to work the ground going back and 
up, then reset 
3 * 20 

8) Same as above, except you let the ball go over your head and then you chase down  
3 * 20 

9)  Same as above – except you don’t reset – you go from the back and up to a bounce pass 
into the wall and drive on to the rebound off the wall and then continue to throw the ball 
under arm again for a back and up 
3 * 20 passes  (10 back and up / 10 fwd drive) 

10) Anywhere’s – testing your range 
3 * 20 

In Pairs 

11)  Rotations – 3ft from the wall  - (1) Right * 20, (2) left * 20, (3) Alternate depending upon the 
call * 20 

 
 



 
 

12)  1 moving fwd onto the ball – other player moving back off the wall – 2 balls 
3 * 20 

13) Anywhere's 1 ball 
3 * 20 

14) Anywhere's 2 balls 
3 * 20 

Not on the wall – 3 * 30 for each exercise 

15)  Facing inwards – off centered to each other (on a diagonal) two balls – the ball moves 
straight/ flat, you move laterally to receive your partners ball and vice versa. 

16) Same as above except lifted ball 
17) Same as above except it’s a bounce pass offload 
18) Same as above except one balls hangs in the air the other is a bounce pass 

 


